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PANEL: Estate
Planning for Authors

By Micki Fuhrman

When typing “The End” on a 
manuscript, most writers don’t pause 
to reflect on the fact that they have just 
created a piece of  intellectual property: 
a creation of  the mind that is protected 
by law, capable of  producing recogni-
tion or financial benefit to its author and 
an asset that can be conveyed to heirs 
or charitable organizations – you know, 
when the unspeakable happens.

WWA convention attendees turned 
out en force to hear New York literary 
agent Ethan Ellenberg’s presentation, 
“Managing Your Creations: Estate 
Planning for Authors.” Ellenberg first 
addressed the reasons authors should 
spend time considering their legacies, 
in terms of  brand perpetuation, future 
legal issues and financial planning. 
After all, none of  us is immortal – but 
our creations can be. The duration of  
a copyright is defined as the life of  the 
author plus 70 years. Works created 
before 1924 are in the public domain, 
which means that certain authors’ 
estates – such as Zane Grey’s – had to 
“recapture,” or renew, the copyrights to 
inherited bodies of  work.

Ellenberg named four points every 
author should address, and the sooner 
the better. First of  all, inventory your 
contracts. What is the status of  each? 
Still in effect? Expired? Is the publisher 
out of  business? (Unfortunately, the last 
one creates a world of  problems, which 
would require lengthy discussion.)

Next, determine current ownership 
of  the work. Do rights still belong to the 
publisher, or have they reverted to you? 
Ellenberg stressed that authors should 
only sign “first-use” contracts if  possible 
and should always ask for reversion 
rights. 

He urged writers to organize con-
tracts, statements and manuscripts 
digitally (cloud), making them perma-
nent and shareable. Finally, inform and 
educate family members or friends who 
will be overseeing the estate. Direct 
them to your digital storage site (or file 
cabinet, should you refuse to go techy). 
Let them know your wishes with regard 
to rereleases of  books and who receives 
future royalties if  you haven’t outlined it 
in your will – and you should.

It just so happens that Ellenberg has 
developed a cloud-based book royalty/
contract management tool called Roy-
alty Reminder. He took this opportunity 
to introduce the program via slides and 
discussion. According to an overview 
on the website, RoyaltyReminder.com, 

authors can store PDFs of  contracts 
and index them by date of  publication, 
royalty period and publisher. Royalty 
Reminder can track agreements (tra-
ditional publishing, eBooks, self-pub-
lishing, audiobooks, movie/television) 
and offers a monthly e-mail summary 
with royalty statement reminders and 
contract expiration notifications.

Sign-up for Royalty Reminder is free 
for the first six months, then costs $249 
annually for up to 250 contracts.

To illustrate the need for diligent 
estate planning, Ellenberg noted that he 
frequently encounters “orphan” books, 
which are still generating sales after 
the author’s death but have no known 
contact information. 

The next time you type, “The End,” 
think past the publishing/marketing/
sales/book-signing aspects of  your new 
creation. Look on it as a permanent and 
valuable piece of  property – one that 
is of  worth during your lifetime, plus 
another 70 years – and beyond.

Literary agent Ethan Ellenberg has also 
developed a management tool called Royalty 
Reminder. All photos by Micki Fuhrman

Moderator Candy Moulton and panelists Ethan and Ezra Ellenberg.

Board actions
The WWA board of  directors has 

approved an operating budget of  
$244,500 for the 2019-20 fiscal year.

In other actions, the board:
√ Appointed Will Bagley to the 

Owen Wister Award committee.
√ Selected Great Falls, Montana, 

for the 2022 convention site; and 
Tulsa, Oklahoma for the 2023 con-
vention site.

√ Approved WWA representation 
at the 2020 Public Library Associa-
tion conference, February 26-28 in 
Nashville, Tennessee.

Ellenberg reminded attendees that “the duration 
of  a copyright is defined as the life of  the author 
plus 70 years.”


